Background

17
Next-generation sequence (NGS) has rapidly developed in past years which makes 18 whole-genome sequencing (WGS) becoming a more cost-and time-efficient choice in 19 wide range of biological researches. We usually focus on some variant detection via 20
WGS data, such as detection of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP), insertion and 21 deletion (Indel) and copy number variant (CNV), which playing an important role in 22 many human diseases. However, the feasibility of CNV detection based on WGS by 23 MGI platforms was unclear. We systematically analysed the genome-wide CNV 24 detection power of MGI platforms and Illumina platforms on NA12878 with five 25 commonly used tools, respectively. 26 27
Results 28 MGI platforms showed stable ability to detect slighter more CNVs on genome-wide 29 (average 1.24-fold than Illumina platforms). Then, CNVs based on MGI platforms 30 and Illumina platforms were evaluated with two public benchmarks of NA12878, 31
respectively. MGI and Illumina platforms showed similar sensitivities and precisions 32 on both two benchmarks. Further, the difference between tools for CNV detection was 33 analyzed, and indicated the selection of tool for CNV detection could affected the 34 CNV performance, such as count, distribution, sensitivity and precision. 35
Conclusion
36
The major contribution of this paper is providing a comprehensive guide for CNV 37 detection based on WGS by MGI platforms for the first time. 38
Background 39 Copy number variation (CNV) is becoming more and more important in genomic 40 variation since first reported in 2004 [1, 2] . Currently, the large structure variation, 41 especially CNV, have been heavily studied to clearly demonstrated them playing an 42 important role in human diseases, such as autism [3] [4] [5] [6] , schizophrenia [7] , 43
Parkinson [8] , Hirschsprung[9] and cancer [10] . In the same time, many sequencing 44 technologies and methods about CNV come into being. Fluorescence in situ 45 hybridization (FISH), array-based comparative genomic hybridization (array 46 CGH) [11, 12] and SNP array were used for CNV detection at the beginning. Later, 47
whole-exome sequencing (WES) and whole-genome sequencing (WGS), two 48 methods based on next-generation sequencing (NGS), were introduced for CNV 49 detection and were widely used in a large number of biological researches. Without 50 the limitations of specified target regions associated with hybridization or array, WES 51
and WGS become more advisable in CNV detection. 
Results
87
Selection of tools and benchmarks 88
We selected five tools for CNV detection from published CNV tools in three 89 factors: single sample pattern, widely used and keep date ( Supplementary Table S1 ). 90
These five tools were designed for genome-wide CNV detection based on different 91 reciprocally was less than a threshold. When the threshold was 90.00%, 56.05% of 99
CNVs in LUMPY_2014 and 32.43% of CNVs in 1KG_2015 were specific, 100 respectively (Supplementary Figure S1a ). While the threshold was 50%, the ratio of 101 specific CNVs was 47.82% in LUMPY_2014 and 30.49% in 1KG_2015, respectively 102 (Supplementary Figure S1b) . In a word, there were large proportion specific CNVs in 103 both LUMPY_2014 and 1KG_2015, so these two benchmarks both were used in this 104 study. 105 106
CNV detection and filtration 107
To detect CNV, we used ten WGS datasets of NA12878 for LUMPY and 0% for CNVnator, respectively (Supplementary Figure S2a ). 128
Further, we calculated the precision of ambiguous CNVs and unambiguous CNVs 129 with two benchmarks, respectively (See Materials and Methods). For LUMPY_2014 130 benchmark, the precision of unambiguous CNVs was significantly higher than that of 131 ambiguous CNVs (average 51.17% of unambiguous CNVs vs. average 12.83% of 132 ambiguous CNVs, p = 5.64e-13 with t-test, Supplementary Figure S2b ). Similarly, for 133
1KG_2015 benchmark, we also found the precision of unambiguous CNVs was 134 significantly higher than ambiguous CNVs (average 39.23% vs. average 9.08%, p = 135
1.11e-16 with t-test, Supplementary Figure S2c ). Those results indicated the negative 136 effect of ambiguous CNVs and suggested the filtering of ambiguous CNVs to 137 improve performance of CNV detection. 138
In a word, after removing low-quality and ambiguous CNVs from raw CNVs, we 139 got final average 2,586 CNVs (range from 897 to 5,778) on genome-wide using five 140 tools for ten datasets (Figure 1) . The data size, major alignment statistics and total 141 Rao Page 4
[Insert Running title of <72 characters] CNV calls using five tools were summarized in Table 1 (more statistics of CNVs were  142 list on Supplementary Table S3 (Figure 2, Supplementary Figure S5 Figure S3 ), showed that CNVnator with strategy is more suitable to detect large CNVs. About BreakDancer, DELLY and 203 LUMPY, we got CNVs with similar average CNV count (average 1,648, 1,818 and 204 1,673 CNVs for BreakDancer, DELLY and LUMPY, respectively) and similar size 205 distributions which were major range from 100 to 5,000bp (Table 1 , Supplementary 206 Figure S3 ). 207
Secondly, we compared the sensitivity and precision between different tools. As the 208 sensitivity and precision of CNVs detection described above, we found BreakDancer 209
showed the highest precision but unstable sensitivity, while CNVnator had both 210 lowest precision and sensitivity ( Figure 2 ). Meanwhile, Pindel showed higher 211 sensitivity but lower precision, while DELLY and LUMPY had both balanced 212 sensitivity and precision (Figure 2) . 213
Further, we studied the region distribution of CNVs across genomic from different 214 datasets by different tools. We found CNVnator could detected more CNVs in 215
Exonic, CpG Island (CGI) and CGI-shore than other tools (average 37.04% with 216 1,150 CNVs in Exonic, 5.43% with 198 in CGI and 8.84% with 291 in CGI-shore, 217
Supplementary Figure S6 , Supplementary Table S5 Pindel build on SR would get high proportion overlapped CNVs with worse precision. 244
Those results indicated deficiency of current CNV detection tools and complicated 245 tool selection for CNV detection. 246
The second parameter is the lack of a high-quality benchmark. We used two public 247 benchmarks of NA12878 here. However, high proportion specific CNVs between 248 benchmarks and opposite comparisons with two benchmarks between sensitivity and 249 precision showed the influence of benchmark for CNV detection, and the necessity of 250 a high-quality benchmark. 251
Finally, the uncertain saturation is another parameter in evaluation performance of 252 CNV detection. A combination of current tools, benchmarks and data size could 253 confuse the saturation and performance of CNV detection. 254
In summary, the various performance of CNV detection on MGI platforms indicate 255 the situation of CNV detection and the need for developing more efficient and precise 256 CNV detection and evaluation methods. CNV detection tools with high performance 257
and efficiency can enhance CNV researches using WGS sequenced on NGS. 258
Conclusions
259
WGS sequenced on NGS is an efficient approach for genome researches. 
Materials and Methods
267
Public data used. 268
All fastq data of NA12878 were downloaded from website: Gigadb, NCBI and 269 CNSA ( Supplementary Table S2 ). All data were down-sampled for approximately 270 30x and processed following out previous WGS approach. 271 Two public benchmarks of CNVs CNVnator (ver.0.3.3) was used for CNV detection using a read-depth strategy. The 284 optimal bin size for each data was chosen according to the authors` recommendations, 285
such that the ratio of the average read-depth signal to its standard deviation was 286 Tables   450  Table 1 . 
